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Tampa Bay Times Newspaper in Education
Better classroom engagement

49 percent of NIE teachers said classroom newspapers improved student classroom engagement in 2022-2023.

“ My students enjoyed reading the paper and talking about what they read. ”
Improved reading skills

56 percent of NIE teachers said classroom newspapers improved student reading skills and comprehension in 2022-2023.

- “Newspapers allowed my students to see how many high frequency words are used in the newspaper and why they are important.”
- “Newspapers improved my students’ vocabulary during adult English as a Second Language instruction.”
More interest in learning

66 percent of NIE teachers said classroom newspapers improved student interest in learning in 2022-2023.

“The newspaper helped my students connect what we were learning in class to the real world.”
More involved citizens

68 percent of NIE teachers said classroom newspapers improved student knowledge of/engagement with community issues and news in 2022-2023.

- “Newspapers provide current information on general topics outside of the class text material.”
- “The newspaper made my students aware of current events.”
Teachers know the benefits of classroom newspapers

97 percent of NIE teachers see value in classroom newspapers and plan to continue using the newspaper as a teaching resource.